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AMOS CONSULTING SOLUTIONS AND ADVENSOFT INC ANNOUNCE A
MAJOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE
Plan to triple sales in three years
Essex, CT, May 6, 2013 – AdvEnSoft Inc. of East Greenwich, RI has retained the professional

services of Amos Consulting Solutions to undertake a major business development initiative.
This is part of an aggressive three-year growth plan to triple revenues.
AdvEnSoft (www.advensoftinc.com) is a specialty engineering software house that was founded
in 2001 by Dr. Prit Basu P.E. The Company pioneered the concept of ‘Lean Engineering’ using
advanced software tools to provide integration and connectivity in the engineering process.
AdvEnSoft’s Lean tools can slash engineering times by as much as 80%.
Drawing from existing, but often fragmented pools of data, from empirical methods and legacy
knowledge, supplemented by rigorous fundamental analysis, AdvEnSoft’s model provides fast,
precise and robust solutions, eliminating repetitive and laborious work. This avoids waste, time
delays and human error.
These solutions can include seamlessly and automatically meshing with industry-standard Finite
Element Analysis programs (for electro-magnetic, stress and heat transfer modeling), CAD (for
drawing creation) and CAM (for machine programming), as well as outputting data in multiple
formats including human-friendly written reports and spreadsheets.
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AdvEnSoft empowers and liberates engineers to iterate design solutions very quickly, thereby
achieving highly optimized solutions. The same approach allows engineers to explore product
performance at the extremes of tolerance and environmental conditions, avoiding costly
failures during qualification, or worse still, in service. The methodology has been successfully
applied across such diverse fields as aircraft flight controls, gas-turbine components, sub-sea
drilling tools and commercial lighting audits for energy conservation.
Dr. Basu commented:
“We are delighted to be working with Peter Amos and Amos Consulting Solutions. This is a very
good fit for us, bringing in a very strong appreciation of our markets and technologies. We have
therefore taken the unusual step of entering into an extended relationship.”
“We see tremendous potential. Lean Manufacturing is a well-developed concept, but Lean
Engineering is still new to many companies. Wherever we introduce our clients to Lean
Engineering we find low-hanging fruit.”

Amos Consulting Solutions is a specialty business development and marketing house, focusing on
smaller and emerging high-technology clients.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Peter Amos at 860-304-1399 or email
at pamos@a-cs.us
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